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Daily Message of Mary, Rose of Peace, transmitted in the city of São Paulo, Brazil, to the visionary
Friar Elías del Sagrado Corazón

Dear and treasured prayerful children,

While new doors of Light open, other uncertain doors close, and the spiritual consciousness of some
nations finds itself free of the evils generated by constant errors.

Venezuela and its people, so loved by Me, must finally be free of that captivity in which they were
placed. In this way, through the power of the permanent prayer of everyone, the great and last knot
will be untied; and the people, without violence or mistreatment, will be freed from that whole chain
of errors.

Continue to pray with faith, in spite of what happens or what you experience, dear children of
Venezuela. I am your inseparable Mother and I come to lead you on the path of true freedom that is
unknown to My enemy.

Trust in Me and I will always open the doors of love to you, rather than that of suffering.

With faith and hope, proclaim the victory that My beloved Son has achieved in you and be His new
witnesses, so that love and redemption may triumph.

Remember that part of what you are experiencing today is the consequence of the mistreatment of
the Kingdoms of Nature, mainly the Mineral Kingdom.

With Mercy and Piety, ask that the compassion of the Celestial Father be poured out over all your
beloved people and that your Heavenly Mother may have first place as regent of Venezuela.

With the gentleness of My Immaculate Heart, I again invite you to peace, for in peace you will find
the way, the truth and the renewal of your lives.

Do not give up, persevere and show the universe that you know how to transcend the errors of your
peers with acts full of Piety and of Mercy.

From your people I want the triumph of love so that the hunger, the looting and the war may end
soon.

I pray that your nation returns to the joy of experiencing national peace.

I thank you for responding to My call!

Who supports you unconditionally,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


